Each storefront within Town Square will offer structured activities designed to facilitate reminiscence and keep our participants active.

- **ROSIE’S DINER** – This is where our participants will enjoy their meals while listening to the old songs of the 50s. The vintage tables and turquoise and white booths, retro bar and juke box will serve as visual prompts to help our participants reminisce about the old days! Bingo and baking classes will also take place here.
- **GONE FISHIN’ PUB** – This is where our more active participants can shoot pool on the vintage pool table and enjoy the 1950s memorabilia on the walls. Much of our occupational and physical therapy will occur here in the half basketball court area. Bowling, poker and karaoke will be available too!
- **CITY HALL** – Our Center Director and Activity Coordinator will have offices here. The conference room will be used for our caregiver support groups and trainings. Vintage desks and old-fashioned typewriters will also be available for our participants to utilize.
- **LITTLE BLUE HOUSE** – This is a very special storefront for us and is named after our first little cottage-style adult day center in Hillcrest, CA that we have been affectionately calling the “Little Blue House” for years. Every Town Square location in the nation will have a “Little Blue House”! Folding towels, playing cards, sorting and organizing dishes, listening to music and knitting classes will be the activities that will occur here in this comforting, 1950s kitchen/family room type atmosphere.
- **LIBRARY** – Games, puzzles and period-specific books will be utilized in this storefront along with a faux fireplace and large leather chairs for reading and relaxing. Complete with images of the presidents of the era, storytelling and intergenerational reading circles will also take place here.
- **SAUCY’S PET SHOP** – A 500-gallon aquarium and bird cages are housed here allowing for a calm place to conduct our Pet Therapy Programs. The Humane Society, Love on a Leash, Safari Express and Helen Woodward Animal Center will bring additional pets to this welcoming space on a regular basis.
- **MUSEUM** – This storefront has been generously curated by the San Diego Air & Space Museum, an aviation and space exploration museum here in San Diego, CA and an affiliate of the Smithsonian Institution. Historic aircraft and spacecraft from all over the world are displayed for our participants to view allowing them to share any stories that might come to mind from the past.
• **CLINIC** – Our RN’s office will be located here inside the “Clinic”. The back room will be used to dispense medications and for participants that need a space to lie down and rest. Therapeutic baby dolls and a crib are available for any of our participants that are soothed by holding babies.

• **SILVER FOX BARBER & BEAUTY SHOP** – The old-fashioned barber pole is a reminder of the old days of visiting the barber! This storefront will allow our participants to be pampered while they flip through 1950s hairstyle magazines.

• **PIED PIPER MOVIE THEATRE** – Vintage red and gold décor along with a large movie screen to show old movie clips and musicals is housed here. Our participants will have an opportunity to reminisce about their favorite old movies, actors and actresses from their past. A baby grand piano is available for entertainers and music therapists.

• **JOY’S DEPARTMENT STORE** – Vintage jewelry, clothing, hats and scarves are displayed here for participants to browse through and try on. These items will allow our participants an opportunity to reminisce about the old styles of the 1950s. Think jewelry making classes and The Red Hat Society!

• **GLENNER PARK** – Glenner Park is a place for our participants to play bocce ball, make a few puts on the putting green or relax on park benches and sightsee. It will also be used as a gathering space for future events such as dog shows and concerts in the park!

• **GIEGER’S GARAGE** – Tune up the 1959 T-Bird or check the tires! Town Square’s Garage gives participants an opportunity to tinker on a vintage car and discuss memories from their youth.

• **ALOIS’ NEWSSTAND** – Participants can step up to the Newsstand to grab their favorite magazine or take a look at some of the old newspapers. Many conversations can be sparked from reading these famous headlines. Puppet shows viewed from Glenner Park will also take place here.